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ABSTRACT
In Italy, reimbursement restrictions regarding palivizumab
prophylaxis approved in 2016 have been revoked in 2017,
restoring use in infants with Gestational Age (GA) >29
weeks. Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) hospitalisations
and prevalence of palivizumab use in infants aged
<6 months during five seasons (2014–2019), were
considered according to different GA. Although RSV
hospitalisations rate showed no significant changes,
during different seasons in all GA, lower prevalence of
palivizumab use in 2016 (0.8% vs 0.3%), returned to a
higher level following the revoke of restrictions. Changes in
reimbursement criteria were not associated with neonatal
RSV hospitalisations rate but with a significant impact on
palivizumab use.

INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction onto the market, palivizumab has been associated with an intense
debate regarding the best target population
where to be used.1 Such controversy has
resulted from conflicting data on efficacy
in different risk categories and due to its
expense.2
In Italy, following publication of American
Academy of Pediatrics’ (AAP) guideline in
2014,3 prescribers and decision-makers tried
to define a new strategy for the identification
of paediatric patients for whom palivizumab
prophylaxis is more effective. The review of
all data on efficacy and safety convinced in
2016 the Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA)
to restrict reimbursement to infant born at
Gestational Age (GA) ≤29 weeks.
However, after considerable pressure by the
Italian Society of Neonatology and patient
associations, in October 2017 AIFA decided
to revoke the new limitations, eliminating the
reimbursement restrictions for infants born
at GA 30 to 35 weeks.
We wished to ascertain, using real-
world
data, the impact of these reimbursement
limitations over time (2014–2019) updating
our previous analysis4 on Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) hospitalisation prevalence

and drug consumption. On this new study,
we focused on infants <6 months during RSV
seasons, analysing all results according to
different GAs.
METHODS
Specifically, we considered three periods: two
seasons before the implementation of the
2016 limitations (2014/2015 to 2015/2016),
one season after the approval of limitations
(2016/2017) and two seasons following the
revoke of such reimbursement limitations
(2017/2018 to 2018/2019). A comparison
between different periods among RSV hospitalisation rate and prevalence of palivizumab
use in infants aged <6 months according to
GA was performed. We are not able to have
laboratory confirmation of RSV diagnosis and
so, during the same period, we measured also
Other Respiratory Virus (ORV) infection-
based hospitalisations.
In particular, data were extracted from
three main sources: the certificate of delivery
care reporting information on mother and
baby characteristics at birth, such as GA; the
drug claims registry collecting information
on drug prescriptions reimbursed by the
healthcare system and dispensed by private or
public pharmacies; the hospital information
system collecting information on all hospital
discharges registered in regional hospitals.
RESULTS
We identified 218 275 infants aged <6 months
during the five (2014–2019) epidemic RSV-
infection seasons. In the same periods 6304
hospitalisations due to infection by respiratory virus, for infant aged <6 months were
recorded. Of these 2348 (37.2%), were cases
of RSV infection (ICD-9-
CM 079.6; 466.11;
480.1).
RSV infection-
based hospitalisation rates
in the periods before, during and after
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AIFA-2016 limitations were 0.98% (95% CI 0.91% to
1.04%), 0.85% (95% CI 0.76% to 0.93%) and 1.34 (95%
CI 1.24% to 1.39%), respectively. Following the introduction of 2016 reimbursement restrictions, no increase in
the number of hospitalisations in infants between 30 to
35 weeks of GA was observed (figure 1). During the same
epidemic seasons, we did not see any particular variation
in ORV.
In the season following the approve of reimbursement
limitations, a reduction in the prevalence of palivizumab
use was noted (−0.5%), in particular, more than 1800
prescriptions of palivizumab were avoided (figure 2). After
the revoke of such limitations, palivizumab prescriptions

returned or even increased the levels observed before
October 2016 with different distribution between GAs.

DISCUSSION
This new study completed our previous analysis on the
impact of the reimbursement decision by the Italian
National Health Service based on international guidelines.4 However, this new analysis showed how the turn-u
regulatory decision was associated with a new increase
on palivizumab prescriptions, still without any impact on
RSV hospitalisation rate for children aged <6 months.

Figure 2 Prevalence of palivizumab use according to gestational age before, during and after implementation/revoke of
reimbursement AIFA-2016 limitations. AIFA,Italian Medicines Agency.
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Figure 1 Hospitalisations per 100 infants for infection by the RSV (bar plot) and ORV (circle plot) according to gestational
age before, during and after implementation/revoke of reimbursement AIFA-2016 limitations. AIFA,Italian Medicines Agency;
ORV,Other Respiratory Virus; RSV, Respiratory Syncytial Virus.
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Our results are limited to one single Italian region
(Lazio). However, when we project these data up to the
national level, the prevalence reduction on palivizumab
prescriptions (−0.5%), following the 2016 reimbursement limitations, correspond to a potential nationwide
saving of €5.5 million/season. On the other hands, the
new increase registered in the seasons 2018/2019 corresponds to an increase in palivizumab expenditures of
5.7 million/season.
It is also worthy to note that after the revoke of AIFA’s
reimbursement limitations the prevalence of palivizumab
use in infant ≤29 GA is higher than that observed in the
period before the regulatory restrictions (41% vs 26%).
Several limitations of our study must be mentioned,
study does not consider seasonal variation in the RSV
intensity, we were not able to have laboratory confirmation of RSV and we do not have track of palivizumab use
during hospitalisation. However, our data are consistent
with other studies2 5 where the implementation of the
2014 AAP guidelines did not increase RSV hospitalisations or disease severity among children hospitalised for
RSV.
In conclusions, according to our analysis, changes in
reimbursement criteria were not associated on differences in RSV hospitalisation rate for children aged <6
months but with significant impact on palivizumab use.

